Applied Epistemology – CharCon, 26 May 2018 – Class Handout
Mixed Epistemologies
From a myriad of sources – parents, teachers, people around us
Result – five irrational epistemologies
not just mixed premises – mixed‐up, unstructured mental framework
more basic than premises – taken as the norm
no pathway to applying epistemology – nonsensical, meaningless exercise
How We Think, and How We Do
Percepts, Concepts, and Abstract Concepts – Abstract concepts are the components that enables us to reason.
Concepts defined by a word, described by a definition. The word and definition replace the real thing and its pattern of
first‐level concepts in our minds, to make abstract concepts possible.
Causality is the component of reality that makes it possible for us to comprehend reality in all its complexity.
Causal Analysis is how we connect our mind to reality.
Concepts make “the universe knowable by bringing it within the range of man’s consciousness.” – Ayn Rand
In other words, within his mental capabilities to understand. The process used is analysis.
Two Connections from Theory to Practice
Analysis is the detailed steps we use to rationally resolve complex, interrelated issues.
Methods are the detailed processes we use to take complex, coordinated series of actions.
Study those techniques and look for ways to improve them, recursively applying them to themselves,
to improve our capabilities
Complex means that which is beyond the immediately, intuitively, obviously, or implicitly graspable and knowable.
Methods of Analysis
Breaking down a problem into its component pieces
Analysis breaks down that implicit “black box” into explicit components that can be individually considered, analyzed, and
improved. In turn, the same is true for each component.
Iterative analysis – do the part you understand; repeat.
Measurement
Scheduling, breaking a task into shorter pieces to measure rate of progress
Time ‐ Breaking down a prolonged action Into near‐term Intervals
Problem‐solving
Open‐ended vs. closed problems
Baby steps
Personal “downshifting”
The Evolutionary Development of Abstract Conceptualization
Nature / Evolution does nothing extra; only what is necessary to survive
Treating first‐level concepts as percepts – leads to concepts about concepts
Connecting concepts – positive feedback loop
Discipline and Value Judgements – the first step to “ought” and ethics
The Functional Parts of Our Minds
autonomous
subconscious / memory / instinctual
conscious mind – the only part capable of abstract conceptualization
The Arts
The mind’s requirement to tie its concepts to experience
To the mind – especially the subconscious mind, abstract concepts are real
What seems important – “selective re‐creation”
Lead to fictional images, stories, sounds – music
We call it “Art” but it is an unequivocal mental requirement
Time – “before” and “after” require abstract conceptualization
Animals recognize patterns, but not time
Methods of Relationships and Politics
Politics is issues of ethics applied to interpersonal relationships (Ayn Rand)
Politics is relationships – courtesy, manners, customs, traditions, laws
Politics – Methods of Governance
Two types of governance – imposed or authorized
Revolutionary vs. Evolutionary Cultural Development
Impact of Cultural Mindsets on the Thinking Process
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